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The word "lovemap" was first used by Dr. John Money in lectures at Johns Hopkins University in

1980 to symbolize "the neutral template expressed in every individual's sexuoerotic fantasies and

practices." The word connotes our often subconscious pattern of erotic yearnings and desire. Each

of us has a distinctive lovemap, as different and individual as a fingerprint.In this book, Dr. Money

outlines healthy lovemap development as well as lovemap pathology - lovemaps gone awry. Such

pathology falls into three categories: hypophilia (sexual dysfunction, such as impotence), hyperphilia

(erotomania), and paraphilia (perversions). Paraphilia, another term coined by Money (from the

Latin para - away from what is expected, and philia - love) can range from "those that are playful

and harmless to those that are bizarre and deadly."Presenting case histories, Lovemaps describes

the sexual practices of several patients and subsequent treatments of their paraphilias. Money

pioneered the application of the hormone MPA, or Depo-Provera, to treat repeat sex criminals. He

believes he has proved that science can prevent paraphilic sex offending, as is the case for other,

physiological diseases.Lovemaps and its stirring accounts of lovemap pathology in case histories,

(which are indexed under "paraphilia"), can be invaluable tools for those in the fields of sexology,

child psychology, clinical psychology, criminology and, with its comprehensive glossary, the general

reader - in short, anyone interested in human sexual development.
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John Money, Ph.D.Â (1921 - 2006), was professor emeritus of medical psychology and pediatrics at

Johns Hopkins University, and the author of many books includingÂ Sin, Science and the Sex



PoliceÂ andÂ Lovemaps. A renowned sexologist who specialized in sexual identity studies and the

biology of gender, Money coined the terms "gender identity" and "gender role."

amazing insight into human sexuality.

An exhaustive analysis of sexuality, especially paraphelia, carefully organized, not too clinical so the

lay reader can appreciate. Not a self-help book but can be useful in understanding oneself.

Interesting concept about imprinting, the idea that parents and others leave impressions on children

and adolescents. Far too much technical jargon to make it truly valuable, however.

This book arrived in a clear plastic bag with the title visible. Lovemaps: Sexual/Erotic Health and

Pathology, Paraphilia, and Gender Transposition... So if you care about anybody seeing what you're

receiving, beware.

The book arrived in good condition. No problem with . I'm not as impressed with the writing -- a bit

too psychologically written with a poor glossary and an inadequate index.

I found this in their library. I was a little younger, devoid of love AND money. Came across a book's

spine that had both of these words. Picked it up. lo and behold: SEXUAL FETISHES.Brb gotta ."My

mind is telling me no, but my body..."(Well actually I was about 19 when I found it, so "hormonally"

speaking my body never said no)Moving on, if have even thought of it, been repulsed by it, or been

told not to bring up at the dinner table: chances are it is inside of this book (or one of its case

studies)Wouldnt call it prose but very doctoral/APA sort of read. Perfect for someone who wants to

know what else they can do with poop or small dogs.

I haven't read the book, because it is one of my textbooks for class next semester. However, it

came to me in good shape and in a reasonable amount of time.

after reading the book "As Nature Made Him", I think that the man (John Money) was a pretty awful

and pathological person, so I don't think very highly of his work and I am sorry I bought it.
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